Prosodic phrasing and prominence modulate the production of speech gestures by increasing their duration and often also the amplitude. Here we investigate whether the shape of bilabial and dorsal constriction and release gestures is affected by phrase boundary strength and lexical stress. Articulatory movements of four speakers of German were recorded with 3D EMA. 8 bisyllabic test words starting with the clusters /kn, kl, ps, pl/ and either stressed on the first or on the second syllable were embedded in sentences that elicited phrase boundaries of different strengths. Vertical tongue back movements and lip aperture from the constriction onset to the release offset of the initial consonant were extracted and time and amplitude normalized. In order to investigate shape differences a functional principal component analysis (see Ramsay & Silverman 2002) was performed. The resulting factor scores quantify gestural shape differences. The results indicate that boundary strength affects the skewness, i.e. targets are achieved later for stronger preceding boundaries. Furthermore, movement curves of initial consonants in unstressed syllables were more peaked than in stressed ones. By applying this method, global shape differences due to prosodic modulation of articulatory gestures can be extracted without recourse to specific landmarks. [Supported by NIH DC03172] Published by the Acoustical Society of America through the American Institute of Physics Mooshammer et al.
INTRODUCTION
The most widely accepted definition of prosody distinguishes between grouping function and prominence marking function (for a review see Keating 2006) . Both, phrasing and prominence, are signaled by characteristic tonal patterns. Additionally, articulatory gestures have been found to be larger, longer and less overlapped for higher levels of linguistic prominence (see e.g. Beckman & Edwards 1994 , Harrington et al. 1995 , Mooshammer & Fuchs 2002 or adjacent to phrase boundaries (see e.g. Fougeron 1998 , Byrd & Saltzman 2003 , Bombien et al. 2010 . The aim of this study is to directly compare the effects of lexical stress and boundary strength on constriction and release gestures of the word initial consonant /k/ and /p/. Particularly, we are interested in how the shape of the gesture is affected by prosody, independently of amplitude and durational changes. Therefore, a functional version of the Principal Component Analysis (FPCA, see Ramsay and Silverman 1997, Mooshammer 2010 ) was applied to time and amplitude normalized dorsal and bilabial articulatory movements. This method has the advantage of providing detailed information of the articulatory patterning of gestures without relying on thresholds or specific landmarks (see also Lee, Byrd, & Krivokapić 2006) .
METHOD Recordings
Articulatory and acoustic speech data of three female and one male speakers of German were recorded by means of a 3D magnetometer (AG500, Carstens Medizinelektronik). Three sensors were positioned on the tip, the back and the middle of the tongue. Further sensors were placed below the lower incisors (jaw), on the vermillion borders of the lower and the upper lip. For head movement correction, additional sensors were attached above the upper incisors, on the bridge of the nose, and behind the ears on skin areas that were only little affected by speech movements. In this study the initial consonantal gestures of four word initial clusters /pl, ps, kl, kn/ are investigated. Lexical stress was elicited by using words with stress on the first syllable (Platin 'platinum', Psalmen 'psalms', Claudia, Kneipe 'pub') or on the second syllable (Plakat 'bill', Psalmist 'psalmist', Klausur 'exam', Kneipier 'pub owner'). These test words were embedded in four syntactically different sentences each that were constructed in order to vary the strength of the preceding boundary.
Data processing
All sentences were repeated 5 times and labeled for boundary strength. Following Peters (2006) three levels are distinguished here:
• WD: word boundary only • SM: small boundary, signaled only by a boundary tone • BG: big boundary with a boundary tone and additionally a pause and/or final lengthening For initial bilabial stops the lip aperture signal was calculated as the Euclidean distance between the sensors on the upper and the lower lip. For annotating the dorsal stops the vertical movement component of the tongue dorsum sensor glued furthest to the back of the tongue was used. The constriction onset and offset and the release onset and offset of each consonantal movement was determined by using a 20 % threshold based on the first derivative of the signals. The following intervals were calculated for analyzing temporal effects:
• ConstDur: duration from constriction onset to constriction offset • PlatDur: duration from constriction offset to release onset (=duration of closed phase)
• RelDur: duration from release onset to release offset Lip aperture signals extracted during bilabial stops from constriction onset to release offset are shown in Figure 1 for the four speakers.
The extracted lip aperture and tongue dorsum signals were linearly interpolated to 1000 samples for time normalization. Additionally, the data were amplitude-normalized and rotated in such a way that the amplitudes are similar on both sides of the extremum during the closure by subtracting a straight line connecting the adjacent left and right maxima for the lip aperture signal and the minima for the tongue dorsum signal (see Mooshammer 2010 for more details). These normalizations were carried out because the main interest of this study is the shape of the gesture independently of amplitude and durational differences. 
Functional Data Analysis
The whole shape of the resulting signals were analyzed by means of the functional version of the principal component analysis (FPCA) using the R package FDA version 2.3.2 (for further details and formulas, see Ramsay and Silverman, 1997, 2002) . Basis functions for the pre-processed signals were computed by using the cubic spline basis functions with the order 6 and smoothing of the 3 rd order time-derivative. In order to identify the main sources of variability in the data, a FPCA was carried out on the covariance matrix of the cubic spline coefficients. The resulting factor scores of the first two components PC1 and PC2 indicate at which time-stretches the consonantal movement signals show the largest variation as well as the extent of variation. Additionally, a Varimax rotation was applied to yield factors that are easier to interpret. In the first step of the analysis, prosodic effects on the constriction, plateau and release durations are investigated in order to establish the lengthening behavior typical of boundary adjacent consonants The exploratory analysis (Figure 2) shows the mean durations averaged over articulator, cluster types and speakers for the initial consonant in stressed (left) and unstressed words (right). Constriction and plateau durations increase for bigger boundaries in both, stressed and unstressed consonants. The release duration is less affected by boundary strength. Lexical stress lengthens the release duration more consistently than the plateau duration.
RESULTS

Durations
Interpretation of the FPCA Factors
Results from the FPCA are shown in Figure 3 . The upper two panels show the shape of the dorsal gesture for negative factor values (red, with minus signs), positive factor values (green, with plus signs) and the mean curve (black line). Shape differences explain 52 % of the variance for PC1 (left) and 38 % for PC2 (right). The lower two panels show the results for lip aperture with 61 % of the variance explained by PC1 (left) and 27 % by PC2 (right). The first factor distinguishes between a longer closed phase and a later release (positive for dorsal, negative for lip aperture gesture), i.e. the major difference between the curves is found during the release. The second factor (left) shows the major variation in the constriction gesture with a faster closing movement for positive values of the tongue dorsum and negative values of the lip aperture. Figure 4 displays the mean and standard errors of the factors scores (left: PC1, right: PC2) for dorsal gestures (upper panels) and lip aperture (lower panels). Factor scores can be interpreted as follows: negative factor scores correspond to a gestural shape that is similar to the negative curves (red, with minus signs) in Figure 3 ; factor scores close to zero reflect the mean curves (black line); and positive factor scores correspond to a gestural shape more similar to the green curves. The strength of the preceding boundary has a strong effect on the first factor. For dorsal gestures, scores of the first factor increase with boundary strength. Larger positive values are found for big boundaries (BG), reflecting a longer closed phase and larger gestures. If the gesture is not preceded by a boundary (WD) the factor scores are negative with shorter closed phases. Small boundaries are in-between. A similar result is obtained for lip gestures but with the sign flipped. The second factor shows large negative values for big boundaries for tongue dorsum gestures. As can be seen in the right upper panel of figure 2 for the red curve the target is achieved later and the constriction gestures takes longer than for the mean curve. This can be interpreted as an effect of phrase-initial lengthening on the gesture closest to the boundary. Again, lip aperture shows similar results but with the sign flipped. Furthermore, it can be seen that the factor scores are sensible to difference due to the following consonant. For example, factor scores of the first factor for /k/ are generally larger in /kl/ cluster than in /kn/ clusters.
Prosodic Effects on the Factor Scores
Effects of lexical stress (not shown here) were also found but were far less consistent for different cluster types. For /kl/ and less consistently /kn/ dorsal gestures in stressed syllables exhibited larger factor scores for the first factor than in unstressed syllables. This difference for stress that reflects a longer closure and a bigger gesture is in the same direction as the strengthening effects due to the preceding boundary. However, no such stress effect was found for labial gestures. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this exploratory study, we applied the functional version of the Principal Component Analysis to movement signals of the lips and the tongue dorsum for the production of the word initial stops /p/ and /k/. The resulting factor scores captured the effects of preceding boundary strength quite well by shapes with longer closures and slower closing movements following a higher boundary. Stress affected the gestural shapes in a similar way but less consistently. One possible explanation could lie in the difference in distance from the center of the effect. Within the π-gesture approach (Byrd & Saltzman 2003) boundary strength has the strongest impact on vocal tract actions closest to the boundary. This effect gradually decreases with the distance. This model could possibly be extended to prominence (see Saltzman 2003, and Saltzman, Nam, Krivokapić, & Goldstein 2008) . Viewed from this angle, in this data set the investigated gesture was at the center of the π-gesture. Lexical stress has its strongest effect on the syllable nucleus (for a discussion see Bombien et al. 2010) which is further removed from the investigated initial consonant by another segment, e.g. /l/ in Claudia and therefore is likely to have less impact on the initial consonant.
In conclusion the applied method is sensitive to prosodic variation and global shape differences due to prosodic modulation of articulatory gestures can be extracted without recourse to specific landmarks.
